
Eco Advent Calendar
Get your branding out on show everyday in

December. New for 2020, it’s filled with 24 gold

and silver foiled chocolate balls – plastic-free, it can

be composted or recycled after use. Branded full-

colour to the entire box.

500 pieces from £5.57, MOQ: 250

Jingle Bells Speaker
Ever wished your Christmas tree could sing? This
branded bauble shaped speaker is the perfect
giveaway Christmas gift to pop on the tree and
play Christmas songs! Branded on the front or
back and finished with a pretty bow on the top.

Choose from Red or Silver.

Get your branding out on show everyday in
December with this Eco Friendly Advent Calendar.
New for 2020, it’s filled with 24 gold and silver
foiled chocolate balls – plastic-free, it can be
composted or recycled after use. Branded in
full-colour print to the entire box

500 pieces from £5.57, MOQ: 250

Christmas Brochure
Chocolate Filled Organza Bag 
Choose an elegant organza bag colour to match
your branding, or co-ordinate with your full-
colour card tag – comes filled with gold and silver
foiled chocolate balls.

100 pieces from £10.00, MOQ: 10

Eco Advent Calendar 
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This delicious honey flavoured Christmas
tree shaped cookie has your branding baked
right into it! Full colour branding on the
cookie and also on the transparent foil bag
if required. Closed with gold clipband and
tied with a ribbon.

This great branding opportunity is fun and
original! Enjoy a cappuccino with a seasonal twist
– these metal coffee stencils come in three
designs: holly leaf, snowflake, and snowman and
tidy away neatly after use with the clever hinge.
They look amazing too, engraved with your
branding to just the top stencil, or go mad and
engrave all three!

500 pieces from £2.15, MOQ: 100

Christmas tree cookie

Looking for a classy, sophisticated gift? 
Then this powerful 5W speaker, with surprisingly clear
and full range sound, is for you. It has a built-in sub-
woofer for optimal bass performance and is constructed
from high-quality stainless steel for a great look and feel.

The 650 mAh battery allows up to 5 hours playing time
and Includes a micro USB cable for re-charging. 
Add the final touch with engraving on the front

Swiss Peak Wireless Base Speaker

Coffee Deco 

100 pieces from £25.68, MOQ: 10
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Wow! This 3W wireless speaker has an
integrated mood light that can light up in 4
different modes. The 400 mAh battery allows a
playing time up to 3 hours and includes a micro
USB cable for re-charging. 

Print your branding on the lit end for maximum
‘illumination’ or engrave it on the bamboo if
subtlety and class is more your style!

4 delicious pralines wrapped in Gold foil and
in a brown cup,  presented in a cardboard box
available in three versions:– white cardboard
with full colour print (CMYK or 1-4 solid
Pantone colours)– gold or silver metallized
cardboard with embossed (inwards or
outwards) logos and motifs– matte cardboard
(black, etc.) with logos printed by gold or
silver hot-stampingbox tied with satin ribbon.

Bamboo Speaker Light

The perfect festive giveaway item - these small, single
colour lollipops in the shape of a Christmas tree are sure
to get you in the festive spirit!

Theses cuties are packed in transparent foil bags (250
mm long) with flexible stickdouble-sided tag (55×14 mm)
with promotional print – CMYK or 1-4 Pantone colour

Coloured Christmas tree lollipops

100 pieces from £16.00, MOQ: 10

Colour-Changing!

Gold mini Luxury chocolates
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A bauble filled with foiled silver and gold balls –
for simple, but effective advertising.

Personalise the tag on both the inside and on the
front.

This beauty is a diamante round decanter with a
spiral design, but you can choose from a wide
range of both classic as well as modern decanters
to add high-end luxury to your gifting this
Christmas. Engraving is an option too for a more
personal touch.

Satin-lined gift boxes are also available to add.

Christmas Bauble Tin

Midi Gift Hamper
The Midi Gift Hamper, new for 2020, comes jam-
packed with six festive goodies – shortbread, 6
milk chocolate truffles, gold-dusted walnut
whirls, 6-baton chocolate bar, 75mm medallion
and hot choc on a spoon complete with
marshmallows. Personalise the card tag on the
outside of the box, attached with a silver ribbon. 

Also available in Mini and Maxi sizes.

500 pieces from: £3.23, MOQ: 100

Cut Glass Decanters

Chocolate Medallion

Branded with a full-colour clear vinyl sticker to one
side. 

1000 pieces from: £0.48, MOQ: 100

 5 
Sizes

250 pieces from £20.85, MOQ: 100

New for 
2020
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Cross is always on point for that high-end feel
and touch of luxury. With this stunning Set you
get your choice of a medium journal (choice of
four) and a Stratford pen (three styles to choose
from) to compliment it. 

The gift-boxing, debossing  of your logo on the
journal and lifetime mechanical warranty come
as standard.

This White Tree tin will look fabulous with your
branding in a full-colour domed label to the top
of the tin. Filled with gold and silver foiled balls
it’s sure to impress! 

Repurpose after they’ve all been eaten too, as a
super Christmas Cookie Cutter.

Everyone loves a Santa Hat and this one will be
no exception, branded in full colour to shout out
your Christmas Message or provide a sense of
unity at your Christmas event.

Cross Boxed Set

Prices from £25.50, MOQ: 50

Christmas Hat

500 pieces from £1.22, MOQ: 100

Tree Tin, with Chocolate Balls

500 pieces from £2.93, MOQ: 100
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Belgium Chocolate Biscuits
Pass the biscuits please! Branded with a full-
colour domed
label to the lid, be your clients’ favourite brand
this  Christmas.. Also available as a treat-sized
tin, with shortbread or filled with Quality Street.

250 pieces from £2.39, MOQ: 50

The ultimate wine-lovers gift, this bamboo gift
box includes bottle collar, pourer, stopper, and
corkscrew (but no wine). Can be printed or
engraved.

Ask us about adding a branded bottle of a wine of
your choice.

This Christmas bauble comes
complete with its own felt Santa
hat and ribbon hanger. Diameter
6 cm. 

Your branding goes on the top of
its red presentation box (not
shown).

Wine-Lovers Gift Box

25 pieces from: £24.23, MOQ: 10

100 pieces from £10.73, MOQ: 100

Bolihat
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Christmas-Shaped T Shirts

Perfect for seasonal promotions; clients
will appreciate this innovative way of
spreading some festive cheer. The five
seeded matchsticks each contain
Christmas tree seeds to grow their own
Christmas trees at home! Seedsticks are
perfect for a direct mail campaign due to
their size and weight. Seedsticks are
proudly made in the UK!

Choose from a range of shapes, have
your custom-design printed on it  -  then
send your compressed T Shirt inside a
box. They will not be expecting a t shirt
out of that little box! 

New for
 2020

Post It!

Grow your own Christmas Tree



Having a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is
an important message to broadcast about your
business. 

Choosing our upcycled cotton knitwear, just one
of our eco-friendly promotional products, will
help to demonstrate your stance and awareness
on this.

New Eco
choice 

150 pieces from: £23.80, MOQ: 150 (jumpers)

We love our ugly (and not so ugly!) Christmas
jumpers and let’s face it, there’s no better way to
celebrate Christmas in the office! 
Have your unique style of Christmas jumper
taking pride of place and shouting ‘loud and
proud’ in office celebrations this year.

Upcycle this Christmas

Custom-Knitted Jumpers

150 Pieces from: £19.30, MOQ: 150

 Snow Globe
Talk to us about creating a traditional Snow Globe
 just for you.

Bespoke
Design
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Eco Advent Calendar
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500 pieces from £5.57, MOQ: 250

Prices from £2.65

Send  a tree this Christmas. Grown from seed
sourced from sustainable forests and gathered in
agreement with either the Forestry Commission
or the National Trust, they are then presented in a
clear tube with an option of bespoke labelling. 

Also available in a hessian bag.

Eco
 Friendly

Choose your own wine!
(additional costs apply) Vin Box

Engrave or print your branding to the top of this wine
box, together with a bottle of wine – branded, of course
- and you’ll have customers and clients eating out of
your hand. 

The wine box comes in paulownia wood and has a cord
handle. 

The totally green way to say ‘Happy Christmas’
to staff and clients! Take one of our tiny
terracotta pots, complete with Norway Spruce
seeds and soil tablet, and grow your very own
Christmas Tree on your desktop. Add your full-
colour branding onto the festive box

250 pieces from £2.60, MOQ: 100

Christmas Tree in a Tube

100 pieces from £6.33, MOQ: 10

Grow your own Christmas Tree 
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Our brochure is just a small selection of what we can offer to ensure your business is
remembered this festive season. 

Contact us to discuss anything in our brochure or anything you have in mind! 
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